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JULY 

7/02– SD CREWS SENT TO ALAMO FIRE – 1:30 

Two San Diego strike teams left to help fight the Alamo fire, burning in San Luis Obispo. 

7/06– Coronado stingray bites - TRT :45 

At the beach in Coronado, more than 20 people were stung by stingrays. Lifeguards say 
it’s a problem all over Southern California and this is normal for today’s surf conditions.  
 
7/07-- Saturn Perfect Landing Spot-- TRT 0:20 
Scientists think they found the perfect spot on a Saturn Moon to land a spacecraft. 
 

7/11- Lake  Jennings Brush fire – TRT: 1:21 
 
Firefighters are battling a brush fire near Lake Jennings. The fire broke out this 
afternoon and quickly exploded to 400 acres. 
 

7/13 - “Jennings Fire latest” :25 

A wildfire burns in East County. The latest on how much land it’s burned and how much 

crews have contained it.  

7/13 - Massive Iceberg breaks from Antarctica TRT 1:30  

An iceberg bigger than the state of Delaware broke off Antarctica. This is something 

experts predicted months ago.  

7/17– Fire Restrictions – TRT: 0:25 

Beginning today the Cleveland National Forest is under elevated fire restrictions, 

meaning campfires, smoking, and the use of stoves and lanterns are only allowed in 

designated areas.  

7/18 – Wildfire Protection – 1:30 

Live coverage of how local fire inspectors check for defensible space around homes to 

limit the spread of wildfires 

7/24– Shark Advisory –TRT 0:30 

A shark was spotted over the weekend prompting an advisory for Silver Strand Beach. 



 

AUGUST 

8/01– Imperial Beach Sewage Spill –TRT 1:30 

The city of Imperial Beach is putting the pressure on federal officials to clean up 

sewages spills. The continuous dumping of toxic waste is a threat to public health and 

wildlife.  

8/01 – Six San Diego parks closed due to heat  TRT – :25 

The county of San Diego closed six public parks because of extreme heat and advised 

people to not bring pets on hikes and to stay hydrated. 

8/02– Alpine weather cleanup – TRT 1:18 

Residents are cleaning up damage from thunderstorms. This comes as another round 

of rain soaks parts of the county today  

8/07—Pot company buys town —TRT 0:25 

A marijuana company bought a California town to turn it into a pot paradise.  

8/08 -  New Climate Change Study Finds Drastic Impact TRT :20 

Study finds the average temperature in the U.S. has risen drastically in the recent 

decade.  

8/11-  San Diego Declares State of Emergency: TRT: 2:02 

The City of San Diego declared a state of emergency following the repeated sewage 
spills in the Tijuana River Valley  
 
8/11 - San Diego Wildfire Technology TRT :40  

A new piece of technology will help local crews fight wildfires. A plane will send real time 

conditions to from 20,000 feet in the air.  

8/12—Eclipse Impact on Coast – TRT - 1:29  
 
The Great American Eclipse will have an impact on the ocean tides.   

8/15 – Local Crews helping with brush fire near Banning – TRT: 20 Sec. 

8/27 – Harvey emergency flooding in Texas TRT 8:00 MIN 

 



SEPTEMBER 

9/05 -  “La Tuna fire nuts and bolts” TRT 1:50 

Los Angeles Firefighters try to get a handle on the La Tuna fire burning near Burbank.  

9/05– SD Red Cross leaves for Irma preps – TRT 1:25 

The San Diego chapter of the American Red Cross is wasting no time in sending relief 
to Florida ahead of Hurricane Irma.  
 
9/06 -  Otay Ranch Turtles and Ducks Influx: TRT: 1:54 

More than 100 turtles were discovered by accident, living in a filthy and contaminated 
pond in Chula Vista. City officials say people are dumping the turtles there.  
 
9/10- Hurricane Irma – TRT 1:40 
 
Hurricane Irma is moving up the Florida coast.  After hitting the Florida Keys, Miami and 
Naples, FL, she is expected to hit Tampa, but he path shifts slightly and Orlando for feel 
more of the brunt of the storm.  
 

9/15 – Mission Valley water main break TRT – 1:30 

A water main break on the I-8 freeway, near hotel circle in Mission Valley caused traffic 

backups and lane closures. 

9/19 – Tijuana River Valley Sewage Bill – TRT:30 

A preview of that day’s announcement of a bipartisan congressional bill to stop sewage 

from cross the border from Mexico into the U.S. 

 


